EUROPEAN ACTION WEEK AGAINST RACISM

21 MARCH

Diversity! It enriches our cultures, our societies, our economies. It drives us to think broader and respect our differences. Diversity has the power to make society better.

By campaigning simultaneously all over Europe with a large variety of creative activities we make our movement visible and travels further. By speaking together we are louder, our message is stronger and travels further.

It improves our culture, it strengthens our social cohesion, it changes our habits, it changes our perspective! Diversity! It enriches our cultures, our societies, our economies. It drives us to think broader and respect our differences. Diversity has the power to make society better.
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Why To Campaign?

14-22 March 2015 • European Action Week Against Racism

Hand in Hand for Diversity

EUROPEAN NETWORK AGAINST RACISM

United for Intercultural Action

European Network against nationalism, racism, fascism, and intolerance towards creating an inclusive society.

By campaigning simultaneously all over Europe with a large variety of creative activities we make our movement visible and travels further. By speaking together we are louder, our message is stronger and travels further.
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